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1. Introduction
The study of the efﬁciency of descriptions of languages by grammars has begun around 1970. It startedwith the considera-
tion of context-free and regular grammars, and in the sequel almost all types of grammars and systems generating languages
have been investigated with respect to descriptional complexity measures. The number of nonterminals or productions or
symbols or active symbols and the degree of nondeterminism belong to themeasures studied in the past. Let us have a closer
look at the number of productions and the degree of nondeterminism. The former measure is the cardinality of the set of
productions of the grammar or system, and the latter one is the maximal number of productions with the same left-hand
side. This can be reformulated as follows. Let p = (p1,p2, . . . ,pn) be the vector, where the components are the cardinalities of
the set of productions with the same left-hand side. Then the number of productions is the usual sum norm (or L1 norm) of
the vector p, and the degree of nondeterminism is themaximumnorm (or L∞ norm) of p. This observation is the starting point
of this paper. We consider a vector of numbers, where the components are numerical measures on the set of productions
having the same left-hand side. Then we can associate a complexity with the grammar or the system by taking some norm
of the vector (and can extend it to languages in the usual way). We show that many of the measures investigated in the last
years can be described in this way, andwe get a series of newmeasures by this method, this wayworking towards a unifying
approach to descriptional complexity.
As a running example, we focus on the descriptional complexity of (interactionless non-tabled) Lindenmayer systems,
where we can cover within our framework all measures which can be found in the literature. However, it is straightforward
to adapt our terminology to any other type of grammars or of automata. We give a comparison of the different measures
obtained as described above, i.e., we discuss two problems for given measures π and π ′:
– Are there functions f and g such that π ′(L) f (π(L)) and π(L) g(π ′(L)) hold for every language L of the class under
consideration? Intuitively, this means that we look for functions which bound one measure by the other.
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– Given two numbers m and n (satisfying n f (m) and m g(n) if functions f and g exist), does there exist a language L
such that π(L) = m and π ′(L) = n?
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we deﬁne six elementary measures for sets of productions and the
corresponding complexities obtained by the usual Li norms.We give their relations to knownmeasures and some elementary
facts on these measures. In Section 3, for all our elementary measures μ, we present a comparison of the measures based on
the sum norm associated with μ and the maximum norm associated with μ. In Section 4, we compare the measures based
on the maximum norm with respect to the different elementary measures.
2. Introducing our framework
For an alphabet V , we denote the set of all (non-empty) words over V by V* (and V+, respectively). The length of a word
w ∈ V* is denoted by |w|. For a letter a ∈ V and a word w ∈ V*, #a(w) denotes the number of occurrences of a in w. Given a
language L, we set
alph(L) = {a | #a(w) > 0 for some w ∈ L} .
An interactionless L system (abbreviated as a 0L system) is a triple G = (V ,P,w) where V is an alphabet, w is a non-empty
word over V and P is a ﬁnite subset of V × V* such that, for any a ∈ V , there is at least one element (a,v) in P.
The alphabet V and thewordw are called the underlying alphabet and the axiomof the system, respectively. The elements
(a,v) of P are called productions or rules (for a) and are written as a → v. For a rule p = a → v, we set lh(p) = a and rh(p) = v.
For a ∈ V , we set
Pa = {p | p ∈ P, lh(p) = a}.
Fix the alphabet order V = {a1,a2, . . . ,ar} in what follows. We call the vector P = (Pa1 , . . . ,Par ) the descriptional basis of G.
We say that x ∈ V+ directly derives y ∈ V*, written as x ⇒ y, if x = x1x2 . . . xn for somen 1, xi ∈ V , 1 i  n, y = y1y2 . . . yn
and xi → yi ∈ P for 1 i  n, i. e., any letter of x is replaced according to the rules of P. Thus the derivation process in a 0L
system is purely parallel. By ⇒* we denote the reﬂexive and transitive closure of ⇒. The language L(G) generated by G is
deﬁned as
L(G) = {z | w ⇒* z}.
Moreover, Ln(G) is the set of all words which can be obtained by n iterated applications of ⇒ starting fromw. Obviously,
L(G) =⋃n0 Ln(G).
LetP be a set of rules. An elementarymeasure of descriptional complexity is amappingμ : P → N; it will be called standard
if μ(∅) = 0 and μ(P1) μ(P2) for P1 ⊆ P2.
Let G = ({a1,a2, . . . ,ar},P,w) be a 0L system, and let μ be an elementary measure of descriptional complexity. Then we set
μ(G) = μ(P) = (μ(Pa1 ),μ(Pa2 ), . . . ,μ(Par )).
Further let ‖ · ‖ be a norm deﬁned on the r-dimensional space over N or Q or R. Then we deﬁne the descriptional
complexity μ‖·‖ of G with respect to the elementary measure μ and the norm ‖ · ‖ as μ‖·‖ (G) =‖ μ(G) ‖ . Mainly, we are
interested in the well-known usual norms
‖ (m1,m2, . . . ,mr) ‖ n = n
√
mn
1
+ mn
2
+ · · · + mnr ,
where n ∈ N or n = ∞. Especially, we get the sum norm
‖ (m1,m2, . . . ,mr) ‖ 1 = m1 + m2 + · · · + mr
and the maximum norm
‖ (m1,m2, . . . ,mr) ‖ ∞ = max{m1,m2, . . . ,mr}.
If we use these norms, then we write μn instead of μ‖·‖n .
We extend the complexity measure to languages in the usual way. For a 0L language L we set
μ‖·‖ (L) = min{μ‖·‖ (G) | L(G) = L}.
The following lemma relates two complexity measures of this type.
Lemma 1. Let π = μ‖·‖ and π ′ = (μ′)‖·‖′ for some elementarymeasuresμ andμ′ and some norms ‖ · ‖ and ‖ · ‖′ . If π(G) π ′(G)
holds for any 0L system G, then π(L) π ′(L) is valid for any 0L language L.
Proof. Let L be an arbitrary 0L language and G a 0L system such that L(G) = L and π ′(L) = π ′(G). Then we have
π(L) π(G) π ′(G) = π ′(L)
which proves the statement. 
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We consider the following elementarymeasures on rule sets Q , where wemeasure the length of a rule p as (p) = |rh(p)| + 2
(the length of the rule considered as a word over an alphabet including →):
• μ0(Q ) =
{
0, Q = ∅
1, Q /= ∅ ,
• μ1(Q ) = #(Q ),
• μ2(Q ) = maxp∈Q ((p)),
• μ3(Q ) =
∑
p∈Q ((p)),
• μ4(Q ) =
{
0, a → a ∈ Q
1, otherwise
for Q = Pa, and
• μ5(Q ) = μ0(Q \ {a → a}) for Q = Pa.
All these elementary measures except μ4 are standard. Using these elementary measures, we obtain some measures for 0L
systems studied in the literature (below we give some remarks on other grammars, too):
• μ1
1
is the number of productions investigated in [8,6,7].
• μ∞
1
is the degree of nondeterminism. This measure has been studied in [15,16,3] for (extended) tabled Lindenmayer
systems (for a deﬁnition of these variations of L systems, we refer to [17]).
• μ1
3
is essentially the number of symbols, denoted by Symb(G), which has been deﬁned as μ1
3
(G) + |w| (where w is the
axiom of G). Symb has been considered in [6,7]. We note that all results given on the number of symbols hold for μ1
3
, too.
• μ1
4
is the degree of parallelism which has been investigated in [4].
• μ15 is the number of active symbols. Some results onμ15 are presented in [1]. For the extended tabled Lindenmayer systems,
μ15 has been studied in [14,9,18,5].
On the other hand, some of the measures are trivial. For instance, μ1
0
(G) gives the cardinality of the underlying alphabet V ,
and μ1
0
(L) is the cardinality of alph(L). Moreover, μ∞
0
(L) = 1 as well as μ∞
4
(L) 1 and μ∞5 (L) 1 holds for any 0L language
L. According to the knowledge of the authors, the other measures introduced above have not been studied. The following
relations between the measures follow from the deﬁnitions.
μni (G) μmi (G) for i ∈ {0,1,2,3,4,5},m,n ∈ N ∪ {∞} withm n, (1)
μn1(G) μn3(G) for n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, (2)
μn2(G) μn3(G) for n ∈ N ∪ {∞}. (3)
Moreover, since μ5(Pa) 1, μ4(Pa) 1, μ0(Pa) = 1, and μ5(Pa) = 0 implies Pa = {a → a} which leads to μ4(Pa) = 0, we get
the following statement
μn4(G) μn5(G) μn0(G) for n ∈ N ∪ {∞}. (4)
By Lemma 1, the relations (1)–(4) between the measures are also valid for languages (instead of grammars). In this paper
we shall reﬁne these relations.
Notice that the notions introduced so far easily transfer to rewritingmechanisms different from 0L systems. For example,
for (regulated) sequential grammars, all notions may literally transfer. For instance, given a context-free grammar H =
(N,T ,P,S) (where N and T are the sets of nonterminals and terminals, respectively, P is the set of productions and S is the
axiom), we can deﬁne the sets PA for any nonterminal A ∈ N and the complexities μ‖·‖ (G) and μ‖·‖ (L) in an analogous way.
Then, we get the following known complexity measures for context-free grammars/languages.
1. If there are no useless nonterminals in the grammar, μ1
0
, μ1
1
and μ1
3
are the number of nonterminals, productions and
symbols, respectively. Results on these measures can be found in the summarizing articles [12,13].
2. μ∞
1
is the degree of nondeterminism studied in [2]. Bordihn’s result can be reformulated as follows: μ∞
1
(L) 2 holds for
any context-free language; μ∞
1
(L) = 1 holds if and only if L is a singleton language; μ∞
1
(L) = 0 holds if and only if L = ∅.
3. μ∞
2
(L) 4 holds for any context-free language L since L can be generated by a grammar in Chomsky normal form.
4. If we combine the result mentioned in points 2 and 3, we get μ∞
3
(L) 8 for any context-free language L.
5. μn
0
(L) = μn
4
(L) = μn5(L) for n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, because rules of the form A → A can be deleted without changing the generated
language.
For matrix grammars and similar rewriting mechanisms like scattered context grammars (for deﬁnitions, we refer to [10]),
we may also deﬁne another descriptional basis; namely, if
m = (α1 → β1, . . . ,αm → βm)
is a matrix, we may associate the set P m = {(i,αi → βi) | 1 i  m} to it. Then, μ10 would yield the number of matrices, μ11
would measure the number of rule occurrences in all matrices, μ∞
1
would be the maximum number of rules per matrix, and
depending on the deﬁnition of  of a matrix rule, μ2 and μ3 may express results on the lengths of productions occurring
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in matrices etc. Since we assume matrices to be non-empty in general and since matrices that contain only one production
can be likewise seen as usual rules within the underlying rewriting mechanism (mostly, context-free rules), we may also
use μ6(Q ) = μ1(Q ) − 1 for Q /= ∅ as standard elementary measure for the “non-contextfreeness” of matrix grammars. In
the related case of scattered context grammars, μ1
6
was termed overall context-sensitivity and μ∞
6
was called maximum
context-sensitivity in [11].
In the case of automata, e.g., for nondeterministic ﬁnite automata, mainly speciﬁed by their transition relation δ ⊆ Q ×
( ∪ {λ}) × Q , a natural descriptional basis might be given by Pq = {(a,r) | (q,a,r) ∈ δ}. It is not hard to see how descriptional
complexity measures like “number of transitions”, “degree of nondeterminism” (deﬁned as the maximal number of states
which can be obtained from some state and some input symbol), “number of states” can be expressed.
Having this framework, a number of natural mathematical questions show up.Wewill tackle two of them for our running
example in the following two sections:
– If we ﬁx an elementary measure, how do different norms compare?
– If we ﬁx a norm, how do different measures compare?
Further, if L is a language class with complexity measure μ, then often the sequence of language classes Lμ,k := {L ∈
L | μ(L) k} forms an inﬁnite hierarchy. Another issue that then arises is trade-offs for L. As for many grammars/systems
μ3(Q ) μ1(Q )μ2(Q ), we cannot hope to bound say μ11 and μ12 simultaneously once we know that μ13 induces an inﬁnite
hierarchy on L. So, we can then trade having a small μ1 measure against having a small μ2 measure. Having more than
one descriptional complexity measure at hand opens up also another venue, namely that of simultaneously bounding those
different measures, as studied in [11].
3. Sum norm versus maximum norm
In this sectionwe compare for a given elementarymeasureμi, 0 i  5, the descriptionalmeasuresμ1i andμ∞i . Note that
this study includes considering the number of productions vs. the degree of nondeterminism, which are both biologically
interesting measures of descriptional complexity (since they correspond to the overall number of developmental rules and
the contribution of a letter to the differentiation) that, to our knowledge, have never been compared before.
Theorem 2. (i) For any 0L language L with #(alph(L)) = k,
μ∞2 (L) + 2(k − 1) μ12(L) k · μ∞2 (L).
(ii) For any three numbers k  2,m 2 and n 2 such that n + 2(k − 1) m kn, there is a 0L language L such that
μ10(L) = k, μ12(L) = m and μ∞2 (L) = n.
Proof
(i) Let L be an arbitrary 0L language with #(alph(L)) = k. Without loss of generality, let alph(L) = {a1,a2, . . . ,ak}.
Let G = ({a1,a2, . . . ,ak},P,w) be a 0L system such that L(G) = L and μ∞2 (G) = μ∞2 (L). Since μ2(Pai ) μ∞2 (G) for 1 i  k,
μ12(G) =
k∑
i=1
μ2(Pai ) k · μ∞2 (G) = k · μ∞2 (L).
Because μ1
2
(L) μ1
2
(G), we get μ1
2
(L) k · μ∞
2
(L).
Conversely, let G′ = ({a1,a2, . . . ,ak},P′,w′) be a 0L system such that L(G′) = L and μ12(G′) = μ12(L). Furthermore, we choose i,
1 i  k, such that μ2(Paj ) μ2(Pai ) for 1 j  k. Then, μ∞2 (L) μ∞2 (G′) = μ2(Pai ). Because 2 μ2(Paj ) for 1 j  k, we
get
μ∞2 (L) + 2(k − 1) μ2(Pai ) +
∑
1jk
j /=i
μ2(Paj ) = μ12(G′) = μ12(L).
(ii) First, letn = 2. Thenwehaven + 2(k − 1) = 2k  m kn = 2k, i.e.,m = 2k holds. Let L = {a1a2 . . . ak ,λ}.Henceμ10(L) =
k holds. Namely, the 0L system
G = ({a1,a2, . . . ,ak},{ai → λ | 1 i  k},a1a2 . . . ak)
generates L.
Let G′ = ({a1,a2, . . . ,ak},P,w) be a 0L system which generates L. Clearly, w = a1a2 . . . ak . Moreover, in order to generate λ
we need the rules ai → λ for 1 i  k. Therefore, μ12(G) μ12(G′) and μ∞2 (G) μ∞2 (G′).
Hence,
μ12(L) = μ12(G) = 2k = m and μ∞2 (L) = μ∞2 (G) = 2 = n.
Let n 3. Let r1,r2,r3, . . . ,rk be integers such that
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n − 2 = r1  r2  r3  · · · rk  0.
We assume that rc  1, 1 c  k and rc+1 = rc+2 = · · · = rk = 0. We consider the language
L′ = {a21a22 . . . a2k} ∪
{
a
2(n−2)t
1
a
2rt
2
2
. . . a
2rtc
c | t  1
}
.
Then μ1
0
(L′) = k.
Obviously, the 0L system
H = ({a1,a2, . . . ,ak},{ai → arii | 1 i  k},a21a22 . . . a2k)
generates L′.
Now assume that the 0L system H′ = ({a1,a2, . . . ,ak},P′,w′) generates L′. Let a1 → v ∈ P′. Firstly, we note that v cannot
contain occurrences of two different letters. This can be seen as follows: If ai and aj with i < j occur in v, thenwe can generate
from a2
1
a word u, where aj occurs on the left of ai, and this word occurs as a subword of some word of L
′, which contradicts
the structure of words in L′. Furthermore, if there are i and j, 1 i < j  k and rules a1 → v ∈ {ai}+ and a1 → v′ ∈ {aj}+,
then we can generate from a2
1
a word where aj occurs on the left of ai, which leads to a contradiction, again. Analogous
considerations hold for ai, 2 i  k. Therefore, for any i, 1 i  k, there is exactly one j, 1 j  k, such that u ∈ {aj}* for
any uwith ai → u ∈ P′.
We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: a1 → λ ∈ P′. Let us apply this rule to both occurrences of a1 in a21a22 . . . a2k . Then there is a letter ai, 2 i  k with
ai → as1 for some s  1. Obviously, then aj → al1 with l  0 for any 2 j  i. Moreover, we need letters ag2 ,ag3 , . . . ,agi with
agj → a
tj
j
for some tj  1. This implies that we can generate λ from a1,a2, . . . ,ai,ag1 ,ag2 , . . . ,agi in some steps. Continuing in
this way we obtain easily that λ in L(H′) which contradicts L(H′) = L′.
Case 2: a1 → λ /∈ P′. If a1 → ahi for some 2 i  k and some h 1, then we can generate words which start with a letter
different from a1 which contradicts the structure of words in L
′. Hence a1 → v ∈ P′ implies v ∈ {a1}+. Analogously, we can
prove that
– a2 → λ ∈ P′ implies that we can generate a word in {a1}+ which is impossible or c = 1,
– a2 → ad1 ∈ P′, d  1, implies that we can generate a word in {a1}+ which is impossible or c = 1,
– a2 → adi ∈ P′, d  1, i > 2, implies that we can generate a word not containing a2 which is impossible or c = 1 holds.
Continuing in this way we get that ai → v ∈ P′ implies v ∈ {ai}+ for 1 i  c and aj → λ ∈ P′ for c + 1 j  k.
For 1 i  c, let di = max{e | ai → aei ∈ P′}. If di < ri, we can generate aword zwhich contains only 2di < 2ri occurrences
of ai. By the structure of the words in L
′, this is impossible. Therefore P′ai contains at least a rule ai → adi with d  ri.
However, then we have
μ12(H) μ12(H′) and μ∞2 (H) μ∞2 (H′).
Hence
μ12(L) = μ12(H) = n +
k∑
i=2
(ri + 2) and μ∞2 (L) = μ∞2 (H) = n.
It is easy to see that for any m with n + 2(k − 1) m kn, we can ﬁnd integers r2,r3, . . . ,rk satisfying all our conditions
such that
m = n +
k∑
i=2
(ri + 2).
Thus L′ satisﬁes all requirements of (ii). 
Theorem 3
(i) For any 0L language L with #(alph(L)) = k,
μ∞3 (L) + 2(k − 1) μ13(L) k · μ∞3 (L).
(ii) For any three numbers k  2,m 2 and n 2 such that n + 2(k − 1) m kn, there is a 0L language L such that
μ10(L) = k, μ13(L) = m and μ∞3 (L) = n.
Proof. The proof can be given in analogy to that of Theorem 2 using the same languages. 
We now relate the known measures of the number of productions and the degree of nondeterminism.
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Theorem 4
(i) For any 0L language L with #(alph(L)) = k,
μ∞1 (L) + (k − 1) μ11(L) k · μ∞1 (L).
(ii) For any three numbers k  2,m 2 and n 2 such that n + (k − 1) m kn, there is a 0L language L such that
μ10(L) = k, μ11(L) = m and μ∞1 (L) = n.
Proof
(i) The statement can be shown analogously to the proof of Theorem 2 (i).
(ii) For 2 i  k, let ri be an integer with 1 ri  n. We consider the 0L system G = (V ,P,a1) with
V ={a1,a2, . . . ,ak},
P={a1 → a1as2 | 3n s  4n − 1}
∪{ai → aiasii+1 | 2 i  k − 1, (4i − 1)n si  (4i − 1)n + ri − 1}
∪{ak → akask1 | (4k − 1)n sk  (4k − 1)n + rk − 1}.
We obtain
L0(G)={a1},
L1(G)={a1 as2 | 3n s  4n − 1},
L2(G)={a1 as′2 a2 at13 a2 at23 . . . a2 ats3 |
3n s,s′  4n − 1, 7n ti  7n + r2 − 1 for 1 i  s},
etc. Obviously,
μ10(G) = k, μ∞1 (G) = n and μ11(G) = n + r2 + r3 . . . + rk.
Moreover, for any numberm such that n + (k − 1) m kn, by an appropriate choice of the numbers r2,r3, . . . ,rk , we can
enforcem = n + r2 + r3 + . . . + rk .
Thus, we are done if we prove that G is the unique (reduced) 0L system which generates L(G).
We ﬁrst note the following properties of L(G) which will be used in the part of the proof we give (for the general case one
has to use analogous properties).
Property 1. For 2 i  k − 1, Li(G) contains only words over {a1,a2, . . . ,ai+1}, a1 occurs exactly once and every letter aj, 2 j 
k + 1, occurs at least 6n times in every word of Li(G).
Property 2. For i  k, Li(G) contains only words over V, every letter aj, 1 j  k + 1, occurs at least 6n times in every word of
Li(G).
Property 3. If w ∈ L(G) with w = a1as2wr1w2 for some w2 ∈ V*, w1 ∈ a+2 V* and r  2, then r  4n holds.
We now assume that the 0L system G′ = (V ,P′,w′) generates L(G).
Let us assume that there is a derivation z ⇒ a1 with z /= a1. Let z ∈ Li(G). Then i  1. Let Q1 be the set of rules used in the
derivation z ⇒ a1. Let aj → a1 ∈ Q1 for some j  2. Then all other rules of Q1 are erasing rules. Since i  1 and j  2, we can
generate from z a word of a1a
+
1
(by the structure of words in L1, Property 1, and Property 2) which contradicts L(G
′) = L(G).
Therefore Q1 = {a1 → a1} ∪ {at → λ | 2 t  i + 1}. Now assume that there is a q, i + 2 q k such that aq → vq /= λ is a
rule of P′. Let t be the minimal number with these properties. Then a word of Lt−1 generates a word of the form a1v6nq v′ for
some v′. Obviously this contradicts L(G′) = L(G) by Property 3. Hence, for i + 2 q k, aq → λ is the only rule for aq in P′.
But then we can generate a word in a1a
+
1
from a word in Lk(G) by Property 2, which contradicts L(G
′) = L(G), again. Since we
got a contradiction in any case, there is no rule z → a1 with z /= a1. Hence a1 is the axiom of G′.
Let us assume that there is a derivation z′ ⇒ a1as2 ∈ L1(G) with z′ /= a1 and z′ /= a1as2. Let Q2 be the set of rules used in
the derivation z′ ⇒ a1as2 and z′ ∈ Lj(G). If there is a q, q 2, such that aq → vq ∈ a1a+2 is a rule in Q2, then we can generate
from z′ a word over {a1,a2}with at least two occurrences of a1 in contrast to L(G) = L(G′). If a1 → v1 ∈ a1a*2 and ap → vp ∈ a+2
for some p, p 3, are in Q2, then we can generate from z′ a word a1ag2 with g  4n which is impossible. If a1 → v1 ∈ a1a+2
and a2 → v2 ∈ a+2 are in Q2 or a1 → v1 ∈ a1a*2 and a2 → v2 ∈ a2a+2 are in Q2, then we can generate from a1a4n−12 a word a1ag2
with g  4nwhich is a contradiction to L(G′) = L(G), again. Therefore Q2 = {a1 → a1as2} ∪ {aq → λ | 2 q i + 1}. We now
can obtain a contradiction as above (for Q1 = {a1 → a1} ∪ {at → λ | 2 t  i + 1}). Thus there is no derivation z′ ⇒ a1as2
with z′ /= a1, or in other words, there is a derivation a1 ⇒ a1as2 and thus a rule a1 → a1as2. Because 3n s  4n − 1we have
shown that G′ has at least the rules of G with right-hand side a1. (Note that this proves already μ∞1 (L(G)) = n).
Analogously, we show that also the rules for the remaining letters a2,a3, . . . ,ak have to be rewritten in G
′ as in G. 
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Theorem 5
(i) For any 0L language L with #(alph(L)) = k,
max(μ14(L),μ
∞
5 (L)) μ15(L)min(μ10(L),k · μ∞5 (L)),μ∞4 (L) μ14(L) k · μ∞4 (L)
(ii) For any ﬁve numbers k  1 andm,m′,n,n′  0 such that m′  m n k, n′  n, 0 m′  1, 0 n′  1,m′ = 0 implies
m = 0, n′ = 0 implies n = 0, there is a language L such that
μ10(L) = k, μ∞4 (L) = m′, μ14(L) = m, μ∞5 (L) = n′ and μ15(L) = n.
Proof
(i) μ1
4
(L) μ15(L) μ10(L) follows from (4) and Lemma 1.
Let μi, i ∈ {4,5}, be an elementary measure, and let L be a 0L language with #(alph(L)) = k. Then we have the relation
μ∞
i
(L) ∈ {0,1}.Moreover, ifμ∞
i
(L) = 0, thenμ1
i
(L) = 0alsoholds and this impliesμ∞
i
(L) μ1
i
(L) k · μ∞
i
(L)because all values
are 0. If μ∞
i
(L) = 1, then k · μ∞
i
(L) = k = μ1
0
(L). Therefore, the desired relation follows from the deﬁnition of themeasure and
the ﬁrst statement (see also (4)).
(ii) We only give a proof for n′ = m′ = 1; the easy modiﬁcations for the other cases are left to the reader.
We consider the language
L=
{
a2
r
1 a
2r
2 . . . a
2r
m a
rm+1
m+1 a
rm+2
m+2 . . . a
rn
n a
2
n+1 a
2
n+2 . . . a
2
k |
r  1, 2 ri  2r , 1 < m + 1 i  n
}
.
L is generated by the 0L system G deﬁned as
({a1,a2, . . . ,ak},{ai → a2i | 1 i  n} ∪ {aj → aj | m + 1 j  k},a21a22 . . . a2k).
Moreover, by arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 2, it is easy to prove that G is a minimal 0L system
with respect to the measures μ4 and μ5. Thus,
μ10(L) = k, μ∞4 (L) = m′, μ14(L) = m, μ∞5 (L) = n′ and μ15(L) = n. 
4. Comparison of the descriptional measures based on the maximum norm
In this section, we give some relations between measures μ∞
i
and μ∞
j
, where 0 i  5, 0 j  5 and i /= j. Because
μ∞
i
(L) 1 for any 0L language L and any i ∈ {0,4,5}, we restrict to the measures μ1, μ2 and μ3.
Theorem 6. For any numbers m 2 and n 3, there is a 0L language L such that
μ∞1 (L) = m and μ∞2 (L) = n.
Proof. We ﬁrst give the proof for n 4 andm 2. The remaining cases can be handled by similar constructions.
We consider the language
L = {b} ∪ {a(n−2)k
1
| k  0} ∪ {a(n−2)k
1
ai | k  0, 2 i  m}.
The 0L system G = ({b,a1,a2, . . . ,am},P,b) with
P = {a1 → an−21 ,b → a1} ∪ {ai → ai | 2 i  m} ∪ {b → a1ai | 2 i  m}
generates L.
Now, let G′ = ({b,a1,a2, . . . ,am},P′,w) be an arbitrary 0L system which generates L.
For any rule a1 → v ∈ P′, v contains no occurrence of a letter a from {b,a2,a3, . . . ,am} since otherwise, we can generate a
word with at least two occurrences of a which is impossible for words in L. Therefore, v ∈ {a1}* for any rule a1 → v ∈ P′. If
there are two different rules a1 → ar1 and a1 → as1 in P′, say r < s, then we have the derivations
a
(n−2)k
1
⇒ as(n−2)k
1
and a
(n−2)k
1
⇒ as((n−2)k−1)+r
1
.
For sufﬁciently large k, this implies a contradiction, since s(n − 2)k = (n − 2)t and s((n − 2)k − 1) + r = (n − 2)t′ for some
t,t′  k − 1 have to hold (which is impossible). Thus, there is exactly one rulewith left-hand side a1. If a1 → λ is the only rule,
we cannot generate arbitrary long words over {a1}. If a1 → a1 is the only rule, we need rules ai → az1aj and ar → az
′
1
, where
2 i,j,r  m, z  1 and z′  0, in order to generate arbitrarily long words over {a1}. For sufﬁciently large k, we can also
generate words al
1
aj with (n − 2)k < l < (n − 2)k+1, contradicting the structure of L. Therefore, a1 → as1 with s  2 holds for
the only rule with left-hand side a1. As above, we get s(n − 2)k = (n − 2)t for some t > k, and hence s = (n − 2)t−k  n − 2.
Thus, μ2(P
′
a1
) n. Therefore, n = μ∞
2
(G) μ∞
2
(G′), yielding μ∞
2
(L) = n.
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Moreover, any word a
(n−2)k
1
or a
(n−2)k
1
a2 generates a word with at least two occurrences of a1. Therefore, b has to be the
axiom, and all words a1 and a1ai, 2 i  m have to be generated from the axiom. Thus,μ1(P′b) m. Therefore,m = μ∞1 (G)
μ∞
1
(G′) which results in
μ∞1 (L) = m. (5)
For n = 3, we consider the language
K = {ba1a2 . . . am} ∪ {aia1a2 . . . am | 1 i  m}.
It is easy to show that
μ∞1 (K) = m and μ∞2 (K) = 3. 
Theorem 7. (i) For any 0L language L, μ∞
2
(L) μ∞
3
(L). For any 0L language L with μ∞
2
(L) = 2 and #(alph(L)) = k, μ∞
3
(L) = 2k.
(ii) For any numbers r  4 and n 3 such that n r, there is a 0L language L such that
μ∞2 (L) = n and μ∞3 (L) = r.
Proof
(i) The ﬁrst statement follows from (3) and Lemma 1. The second statement follows from the fact that μ∞
2
(L) = 2 implies
that a → λ is the only production for all letters a of the underlying alphabet, and therefore the corresponding grammar is
minimal with respect to μ3, too.
(ii) Again, we ﬁrst give the proof for n 4.We consider the language L and the 0L system G given in the proof of Theorem
6. As in that proof we can show that
μ∞2 (L) = μ∞2 (G) = n and μ∞3 (L) = μ∞3 (G) = max{n,4m − 1}. (6)
Thus, for r = 4m − 1 n, the proof is complete. For the other cases, we do the following modiﬁcations:
- If r = 4, then take the construction withm = 1 and n = 4.
- If r = 5, then takem = 1 and 4 n 5, but use a3·(n−2)k
1
instead of a
(n−2)k
1
(and use b → a3
1
instead of b → a1).
- If r = 6, then takem = 1 and 4 n 6 and add λ to L (and add the rule b → λ).
- If r = 4(m − 1) + 4, then take the above construction form 2, but use a2·(n−2)k
1
instead of a
(n−2)k
1
(and use b → a2
1
instead
of b → a1).
- If r = 4(m − 1) + 5, then take the above construction form 2 and add λ to L (and add the rule b → λ).
- If r = 4(m − 1) + 6, then take the above construction form 2 and add a2
2
to L (and add the rule b → a2).
The case n = 3 can be handled by small modiﬁcations of the language K from the proof of Theorem 6 and the ideas used
in the case n 4. 
Using the language L of the proof of Theorem 6, we obtain by (5) and (6)
μ∞1 (L) = m and μ∞3 (L) = max{n,4m − 1}.
This can be interpreted that for any numbers n 4 and m 1 such that n 4m − 1, there exists a 0L language L such
that
μ∞1 (L) = m and μ∞3 (L) = n.
However, we have no results for numbers n andmwhere n < 4m − 1.
Moreover, we note that the 0L languages (and 0L systems) given in the proofs of Theorems 6 and 7 are deﬁned over
underlying alphabets of different cardinalities. It remains an open problem whether the presented results also hold for
alphabets of (sufﬁciently large) ﬁxed cardinality.
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